The Tucson 2015 Mega-Auction is Open!

The Fifth Tucson 2015 Mega-Auction is now open for bids! This is a great offering, combining the newest specimens from Tucson with many of the finest specimens from the website showrooms. There are thirty specimens and all are shown with their retail prices and their suggested auction reserve prices. In most cases, the suggested reserves are only half of the retail prices and sometimes even lower! This means the bidding will usually start around half of what the specimen is actually worth and I will even consider offers or bids that are less than the suggested reserve. The auction is a lot of fun and it is also a great way to add fine specimens to your collection at huge discounts. You're invited to take part in the action and make a bid or two!

Here's a look at some of what's offered in the auction....

- Brilliant specimen of dendritic Native Gold from Olinghouse
- Calcites from Tsumeb, Mexico, Bulgaria, and Virginia
- Iridescent Covellite with Pyrite from Butte, Montana
Unique cast of light blue Dolomite ps after Calcite from Tsumeb
Native Wire Silver specimen from the Keeley Mine near Cobalt
Faden Quartz crystals on matrix from Pakistan
Perfectly matched Galena with Fluorite from Bingham, New Mexico
Superb Native Wire Silver on Acanthite from Creede, Colorado
Pyromorphite crystals on Barite from the Les Farges Mine
Gorgeous and quite large Morganite crystal on Quartz from Afghanistan
Chrysocolla crystals over Malachite ps after Azurite from Luputo
Rare specimen of Gold ore from Grootfontein, Namibia
Dazzling purple Fluorite cubes with Quartz crystals from Yaogangxian
Superb specimen of Acanthite crystals with cubes from Freiberg
Spangolite with Azurite from Lavrion, Greece
Rhodochrosite rhombs on Quartz from the Wutong Mine in China
Barite crystals with Malachite inclusions on Malachite from Congo
Very rare specimen of Native Gold from Bisbee, Arizona
Crystalline Native Copper on matrix from Keweenaw, Michigan
Brown Fluorite with Celestine from Clay Center, Ohio
Quartz drusy over deep blue Chrysocolla in "geode" from Chile

and MUCH, much more! Something for every collection!!

The Tucson 2015 Mineral Auction

* Thanks Again for Making Us Your First Choice for Fine Minerals *
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The Next Tucson 2015 Showroom Update will be Online Very Soon!

Please watch for the NEW update notice!

To visit the earlier Tucson 2015 Showrooms, click this link!
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